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NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
FORT GEORGE G. MEADE, MARYLAND 20755-6000

FOIA Case: 104412
25 May 2018
JOHN GREENEWALD
27305 W LIVE OAK ROAD
SUITE 1203
CASTAIC CA 91384
Dear Mr. Greenewald:
This responds to your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request of
23 May 2018 for Intellipedia pages on ESP and/or Extrasensory Perception.
For purposes of this request and based on the information you provided in
your letter, you are considered an 'all other" requester. As such, you are
allowed 2 hours of search time and the duplication of 100 pages at no cost.
There are no assessable fees for this request. Your request has been processed
under the FO lA.
For your information, NSA provides a service of common concern for the
Intelligence Community (IC) by serving as the executive agent for Intelink. As
such, NSA provides technical services that enable users to access and share
information with peers and stakeholders across the IC and DoD. Intellipedia
pages are living documents that may be originated by any user organization,
and any user organization may contribute to or edit pages after their
origination. Intellipedia pages should not be considered the final, coordinated
position of the ICon any particular subject. The views and opinions of authors
do not necessarily state or reflect those of the U.S. Government.
We conducted a search across all three levels of Intellipedia and located
documents that are responsive to your request. One document is enclosed.
Certain information, however, has been deleted from the document.
This Agency is authorized by statute to protect certain information
concerning its activities (in this case, internal URLs). Such information is
exempt from disclosure pursuant to the third exemption of the FOIA, which
provides for the withholding of information specifically protected from
disclosure by statute. The specific statute applicable in this case is Section 6,
Public Law 86-36 (50 U.S. Code 3605). We have determined that such
information exists in this record, and we have excised it accordingly.

.
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In addition, personal information regarding individuals has been deleted
from the enclosure in accordance with 5 U.S.C. 552 (b)(6). This exemption
protects from disclosure information that would constitute a clearly
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. In balancing the public interest for
the information you requested against the privacy interests involved, we have
determined that the privacy interests sufficiently satisfy the requirements for
the application of the (b)(6) exemption.
Since these deletions may be construed as a partial denial of your
request, you are hereby advised of this Agency's appeal procedures. If you
decide to appeal, you should do so in the manner outlined below.
•

The appeal must be in sent via U.S. postal mail, fax, or electronic
delivery (e-mail) and addressed to:
NSA FOIA/PA Appeal Authority (P132)
National Security Agency
9800 Savage Road STE 6932
Fort George G. Meade, MD 20755-6932

•

•
•
•

The facsimile number is (443) 479-3612.
The appropriate email address to submit an appeal is FOIARSC@nsa.gov.
It must be postmarked or delivered electronically no later than 90
calendar days from the date of this letter. Decisions appealed after 90
days will not be addressed.
Please include the case number provided above.
Please describe with sufficient detail why you believe the denial was
unwarranted.
NSA will endeavor to respond within 20 working days of receiving your
appeal, absent any unusual circumstances.

For further assistance and to discuss any aspect of your request, you
may contact our FOIA Public Liaison at foialo@nsa.gov. You may also contact
the Office of Government Information Services (OGIS) at the National Archives
and Records Administration to inquire about the FOIA mediation services they
offer. OGIS contact information is: Office of Information Services, National
Archives and Records Administration, 8601 Adelphi Road-OGIS, College Park,
MD 20740-6001; e-mail: ogis@nara.gov; main: 202-741-5770; toll free: 1-877684-6448; or fax: 202 -741-5769.
Please be advised that additional material responsive to your request
originated with another government agency. Because we are unable to make
determinations as to the releasability of another agency's information, the
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subject material has been referred to the appropriate agency for review and
direct response to you.

Sincerely,

fWAi 1v
~

JOHN R. CHAPMAN
Chief, FOIA/PA Office
NSA Initial Denial Authority

Encl:
ajs
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(U) Confirmation bias

(b) (3)
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UNCLASSIFIED
From Intellipedia
Confit·mation bias (also called confirmatory bias or myside bias) is a tendency for people to favor information that

See the .Wikipedia article

Con{irmatio, bias
confirms their preconceptions or hypotheses regardless of whether the information is true. [Note 1Hl] As a result, people
gather evidence and recall infonnation from memory selectively, and interpret it in a biased way. The biases appear in
particular for emotionally significant issues and for established beliefs. For example, in reading about gun control,
people usually prefer sources that affirm their existing attitudes. They also tend to interpret ambiguous evidence as supporting their existing position. Biased
search, interpretation and/or recall have been invoked to explain attitude polarization (when a disagreement becomes more extreme even though the different
parties are exposed to the same evidence), belief perseverance (when beliefs persist after the evidence for them is shown to be false) , the irrational primacy
effect (a stronger weighting for data encountered early in an arbitrary series) and illusory correlation (in which people falsely perceive an association between
two events or situations).

A series of experiments in the 1960s suggested that people are biased towards confirming their existing beliefs. Later work explained these results in terms of a
tendency to test ideas in a one-sided way, focusing on one possibility and ignoring altematives. In combination with other effects, this strategy can bias the
conclusions that are reached. Explanations for the observed biases include wishful thinking and the limited human capacity to process information. Another
proposal is that people show confirmation bias because they are pragmatically assessing the costs of being wrong, rather than investigating in a neutral,
scientific way.
Confirmation biases contribute to overconfidence in personal beliefs and can maintain or strengthen beliefs in the face of contrary evidence. Hence they can
lead to poor decisions, especially in organizational, military, political and social contexts.
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Types
Confirmation biases are effects in information processing, distinct from the behavioral confirmation effect, also called "self-fulfilling prophecy", in which
people behave so as to make their expectations come true .12l Some psychologists use "confirmation bias" to refer to any way in which people avoid rejecting a
belief, whether in searching for evidence, interpreting it, or recalling it from memory. Others restrict the term to selective collection of evidence[J][Note 21

Biased sea rch for information
Experiments have repeatedly found that people tend to test hypotheses in a one-sided way, by searching for evidence consistent with the hypothesis they hold at
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a given time.l5][ 6l Rather than searching through all the relevant evidence, they ask questions that are phrased so that an
affirmative answer supports their hypothesis. [7] They look for the consequences that they would expect if their hypothesis were
true, rather than what would happen if it were falsePl For example, someone who is trying to identity a number using yes/no
questions and suspects that the number is 3 might ask, "Is it an odd number?" People prefer this sort of question, called a
"positive test" , even when a negative test such as "Is it an even number?" would yield exactly the same information[S]
However, this does not mean that people seek tests that are guaranteed to give a positive answer. In studies where subjects
could select either such pseudo-tests or genuinely diagnostic ones, they favored the genuinely diagnostic[ 9][IOJ

File:Fred Bamard07.jpg
' Confirmation bias has been
described as an internal "yes
man", echoing back a person's
beliefs like Charles Dickens'
character Uriah Heep.141

The preference for positive tests is not itself a bias, since positive tests can be highly informative.l 11 1However, in conjunction with other effects, this strategy
can confmn existing beliefs or assumptions, independently of whether they are true.l 12l In real-world situations, evidence is often complex and mixed. For
example, various contradictory ideas about someone could each be supported by concentrating on one aspect of his or her behavior. [6] Thus any search for
evidence in favor of a hypothesis is likely to succeed[ 12 l One illustration of this is the way the phrasing of a question can significantly change the answer.l 6l For
example, people who are asked, "Are you happy with your social life?" report greater satisfaction than those asked, "Are you unhappy with your sociallife?"[I J]
Even a small change in the wording of a question can affect how people search through available information, and hence the conclusions they reach. This was
shown using a fictional child custody case.l 14l Subjects read that Parent A was moderately suitable to be the guardian in multiple ways. Parent B had a mix of
salient positive and negative qualities: a close relationship with the child but a job that would take him or her away for long periods. When asked, "Which
parent should have custody of the child?" the subjects looked for positive attributes and a majority chose Parent B. However, when the question was, "Which
parent should be denied custody of the child?" they looked for negative attributes, but again a majority answered Parent B, implying that Parent A should have
custody[ 14l
Similar studies have demonstrated how people engage in biased search for information, but also that this phenomenon may be limited by a preference for
genuine diagnostic tests, where they are available. In an initial experiment, subjects had to rate another person on the introversion-extroversion personality
dimension on the basis of an interview. They chose the interview questions from a given list. When the interviewee was introduced as an introvert, the subjects
chose questions that presumed introversion, such as, "What do you find unpleasant about noisy parties?" When the interviewee was described as extroverted,
almost all the questions presumed extroversion, such as, "What would you do to liven up a dull party?" These loaded questions gave the interviewees little or no
opportunity to falsify the hypothesis about them.[IS] However, a later version of the experiment gave the subjects less presumptive questions to choose from,
such as, "Do you shy away from social interactions?"l 16l Subjects preferred to ask these more diagnostic questions, showing only a weak bias towards positive
tests. This pattern, of a main preference for diagnostic tests and a weaker preference for positive tests, has been replicated in other studies[ 16l
Another experiment gave subjects a particularly complex rule-discovery task involving moving objects simulated by a computer.[!?] Objects on the computer
screen followed specific laws, which the subjects had to figure out. They could "fire" objects across the screen to test their hypotheses. Despite making many
attempts over a ten hour session, none of the subjects worked out the rules of the system. They typically sought to confirm rather than falsify their hypotheses ,
and were reluctant to consider alternatives. Even after seeing evidence that objectively refuted their working hypotheses, they frequently continued doing the
same tests. Some of the subjects were instructed in proper hypothesis-testing, but these instructions had almost no effect. [I ?]

Biased interpretation
Confirmation biases are not limited to the collection of evidence. Even if two individuals have the same
information, the way they interpret it can be biased.

"Smart people believe weird things because they
are skilled at defending beliefs they arrived at

for non·smart reasons."
A team at Stanford University ran an experiment with subjects who felt strongly about capital punishment,
- -Michael Shennerf 181
with half in favor and half against[ 19l[ZO] Each of these subjects read descriptions of two studies; a
comparison of U.S. states with and without the death penalty, and a comparison of murder rates in a state
before and after the introduction of the death penalty. After reading a quick description of each study, the
subjects were asked whether their opinions had changed. They then read a much more detailed account of each study's procedure and had to rate how

well-conducted and convincing that research was[ 19l In fact, the studies were fictional. Half the subjects were told that one kind of study supported the
deterrent effect and the other undermined it, while for other subjects the conclusions were swapped.P 9 l[ 20 l
The subjects, whether proponents or opponents, reported shifting their attitudes slightly in the direction of the first study they read. Once they read the more
detailed descriptions of the two studies, they almost all returned to their original belief regardless of the evidence provided, pointing to details that supported
their viewpoint and disregarding anything contrary. Subjects described studies supporting their pre-existing view as superior to those that contradicted it, in
detailed and specific ways[ 19l[ 2 ll Writing about a study that seemed to undermine the deterrence effect, a death penalty proponent wrote, "The research didn't
cover a long enough period of time", while an opponent's comment on the same study said, "No strong evidence to contradict the researchers has been
presented" .P 9 l The results illustrated that people set higher standards of evidence for hypotheses that go against their current expectations. This effect, kno\\-n as
"disconfirmation bias", has been supported by other experiments[22l
A study of biased interpretation took place during the 2004 US presidential election and involved subjects who described
themselves as having strong feelings about the candidates. They were shown apparently contradictory pairs of statements,
either from Republican candidate George W. Bush, Democratic candidate John Kerry or a politically neutral public figure .
They were also given further statements that made the apparent contradiction seem reasonable. From these three pieces of
information, they had to decide whether or not each individual's statements were inconsistent. There were strong differences in
these evaluations, with subjects much more likely to interpret statements by the candidate they opposed as contradictory[23l

File:MRI-Philips.JPG
An MRI scanner allowed
researchers to examine how

the human brain deals with
1mwelcome information.

In this experiment, the subjects made their judgments while in a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanner which monitored their brain activity. As subjects
evaluated contradictory statements by their favored candidate, emotional centers of their brains were aroused. This did not happen with the statements by the
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other figures . The experimenters inferred that the dift'erent responses to the statements were not due to passive reasoning errors. Instead, the subjects were
actively reducing the cognitive dissonance induced by reading about their favored candidate's irrational or hypocritical behavior[ZJ]
Biased interpretation is not restricted to emotionally significant topics. In another experiment, subjects were told a story about a theft . They had to rate the
evidential importance of statements arguing either for or against a particular character being responsible. When they hypothesized that character's guilt, they
24

rated statements supporting that hypothesis as more important than conflicting statements[ 1

Biased memory
Even if someone has sought and interpreted evidence in a neutral manner, they may still remember it selectively to reinforce their expectations. This efiect is
called "selective recall", "confirmatory memory" or "access-biased memory" .£2 51Psychological theories differ in their predictions about selective recall. Schema
theory predicts that infonnation matching prior expectations will be more easily stored and recalled[ZG] Some alternative approaches say that surprising
infonnation stands out more and so is more memorable[ 261Predictions from both these theories have been confirmed in different experimental contexts, with
no theory winning outright. [2?]
In one study, subjects read a profile of a woman which described a mix of introverted and extroverted behaviors.[ZB] They later had to recall examples of her
introversion and extroversion. One group was told this was to assess the woman for a job as a librarian, while a second group were told it was for a job in real
estate sales. There was a significant difference between what these two groups recalled, with the "librarian" group recalling more examples of introversion and
the "sales" groups recalling more extraverted behavior[ZB] A selective memory effect has also been shown in experiments that manipulate the desirability of
personality types.[261[291In one of these , a group of subjects were shown evidence that extraverted people are more successful than introverts. Another group
were told the opposite. In a subsequent, apparently unrelated, study, they were asked to recall events from their lives in which they had been either introverted
or extraverted. Each group of subjects provided more memories connecting themselves with the more desirable personality type, and recalled those memories
more quickly.[30]
One study showed how selective memory can maintain belief in extrasensory perception (ESP)[Jl] Believers and disbelievers were each shown descriptions of
ESP experiments. Half of each group were told that the experimental results supported the existence of ESP, while the others were told they did not. In a
subsequent test, subjects recalled the material accurately, apart from believers who had read the non-supportive evidence. This group remembered significantly
less information and some of them incorrectly remembered the results as supporting ESP[JI)

Related effects
Polarization of opinion
Main article: Attitude polarization
When people with opposing views interpret new information in a biased way, their views can move even further apart. This is called "attitude polarization" [ 32 1
The effect was demonstrated by an experiment that involved drawing a series of red and black balls from one of two concealed "bingo baskets". Subjects knew
that one basket contained 60% black and 40"/o red balls; the other, 40% black and 60% red. The experimenters looked at what happened when balls of
alternating color were drawn in tum, a sequence that does not favor either basket. After each ball was drawn, subjects in one group were asked to state out loud
their judgments of the probability that the balls were being drawn from one or the other basket. These subjects tended to grow more confident with each
successive draw- whether they initially thought the basket with 60% black balls or the one with 60% red balls was the more likely source, their estimate of the
probability increased. Another group of subjects were asked to state probability estimates only at the end of a sequence of drawn balls, rather than after each
ball. They did not show the polarization effect, suggesting that it does not necessarily occur when people simply hold opposing positions, but rather when they
openly commit to them[JJ]
A less abstract study was the Stanford biased interpretation experiment in which subjects with strong opinions about the death
penalty read about mixed experimental evidence. Twenty-three percent of the subjects reported that their views had become
attitudes.[I 9)

more extreme, and this self-reported shift correlated strongly with their initial
In later experiments, subjects also
reported their opinions becoming more extreme in response to ambiguous information. However, comparisons of their attitudes
before and after the new evidence showed no significant change, suggesting that the self-reported changes might not be
reat.f 22 H32 U341Based on these experiments, Deanna Kuhn and Joseph Lao concluded that polarization is a real phenomenon
but far from inevitable, only happening in a smaU minority of cases. They found that it was prompted not only by considering
mixed evidence, but by merely thinking about the topic .[3 2]

File:Handgun collection.JPG
Strong opinions on an issue
such as gun ownership can
bias how someone interprets
new evidence.

Charles Taber and Milton Lodge argued that the Stanford team's result had been hard to replicate because the arguments used in later experiments were too
abstract or confusing to evoke an emotional response. The Taber and Lodge study used the emotionally charged topics of gun control and affirmative action[ 221
They measured the attitudes of their subjects towards these issues before and after reading arguments on each side of the debate. Two groups of subjects showed
attitude polarization: those with strong prior opinions and those who were politically knowledgeable. In part of this study, subjects chose which information
sources to read, from a list prepared by the experimenters. For exan1ple they could read the National Rifle Association's and the Brady Anti-Handgun
Coalition's arguments on gun control. Even when instructed to be even-handed, subjects were more likely to read arguments that supported their existing
attitudes . This biased search for information correlated weU with the polarization effect.[ 22 1

Persistence of discredited beliefs
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removed .[J6) This belief perseverance efiect has been shown by a series of experiments using what is called
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the "debriefing paradigm": subjects examine faked evidence for a hypothesis, their attitude change is
measured, then they learn that the evidence was fictitious . Their attitudes are then measured once more to
see if their belief returns to its previous level. [3S]
A typical finding is that at least some of the initial belief remains even after a full debrief[J ?] In one
experiment, subjects had to distinguish between real and fake suicide notes . The feedback was random: some
were told they had done well while others were told they had performed badly. Even after being fully
debriefed, subjects were still influenced by the feedback. They still thought they were better or worse than

challenges. They can survive and even be
bolstered by evidence that most uncommitted
observers would agree logically demands some
weakening of such beliefs. They can even
survive the total destruction of their original
evidential bases. "
- -Lee Ross and Craig Anderson1 35l

I

average at that kind of task, depending on what they had initially been told[JS)
In another study, subjects read job performance ratings of two firefighters, along with their responses to a risk aversion test.l 35 l These fictional data were
arranged to show either a negative or positive association between risk-taking attitudes and job success[ 39 l Even if these case studies had been true, they would
have been scientifically poor evidence. However, the subjects found them subjectively persuasive.1391When the case studies were shown to be fictional,
subjects' belief in a link diminished, but around half of the original effect remained[ 351Fallow-up interviews established that the subjects had understood the
debriefing and taken it seriously. Subjects seemed to trust the debriefing, but regarded the discredited information as irrelevant to their personal belief[ 39l

Preference for early information
Experiments have shown that information is weighted more strongly when it appears early in a series, even when the order is unimportant. For example, people
fonn a more positive impression of someone described as "intelligent, industrious, impulsive, critical, stubborn, envious" than when they are given the same
words in reverse order. 1401This irrational primacy effect is independent of the primacy effect in memory in which the earlier items in a series leave a stronger
memory trace[40 l Biased interpretation offers an explanation for this effect: seeing the initial evidence, people form a working hypothesis that affects how they
interpret the rest of the inforn1ation[ 36 l
One demonstration of irrational primacy involved colored chips supposedly drawn from two urns . Subjects were told the color distributions of the urns, and had
to estimate the probability of a chip being drawn from one of them.l40 l1n fact, the colors appeared in a pre-ananged order. The first thirty draws favored one
urn and the next thirty favored the other[ 36l The series as a whole was neutral, so rationally, the two urns were equally likely. However, after sixty draws,
subjects favored the urn suggested by the initial thirry.[40]
Another experiment involved a slide show of a single object, seen as just a blur at first and in slightly better focus with each succeeding slide[40l After each
slide, subjects had to state their best guess of what the object was. Subjects whose early guesses were wrong persisted with those guesses, even when the picture
was sufficiently in focus that other people could readily identifY the object. 1361

Illusory association between events
Main article: Illusory correlation
Illusory correlation is the tendency to see non-existent correlations in a set of data[4 ll This tendency was first demonstrated in a series of experiments in the late
1960s.l42 l In one experiment, subjects read a set of psychiatric case studies, including responses to the Rorschach inkblot test. They reported that the
homosexual men in the set were more likely to report seeing bunocks, anuses or sexually ambiguous figures in the inkblots. In fact the case studies were
fictional and, in one version of the experiment, had been constructed so that the homosexual men were less likely to report this imagery[4 ll In a survey, a group
of experienced psychoanalysts reported the same set of illusory associations with homosexuality[42 ll41 l
Another study recorded the symptoms experienced by arthritic patients, along with weather conditions over a 15-month period. Nearly all the patients reported
that their pains were correlated with weather conditions, although the real correlation was zero[43 l
This effect is a kind of biased interpretation, in that objectively neutral or unfavorable evidence is interpreted to support existing beliefs. It is also related to
biases in hypothesis-testing behavior.l44 l In judging whether two events, such as illness and bad weather, are correlated, people rely heavily on the number of
positive-positive cases: in this example, instances of both pain and bad weather. 'They pay relatively little attention to the other kinds of observation (of no pain
and/or good weather)[ 45 l This parallels the reliance on positive tests in hypothesis testing[ 44 l It may also reflect selective recall, in that people may have a
sense that two events are correlated because it is easier to recall times when they happened together[441
Example

Days

Rain

No rain

Arthritis

14

6

No arthritis

7

2

In the above fictional example, arthritic symptoms are more likely on days with no rain. However, people are likely to focus on the relatively large number of
days which have both rain and symptoms. By concentrating on one cell of the table rather than all four, people can misperceive the relationship, in this case
associating rain with arthritic symptoms[46l

History
lntormal observation
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Before psychological research on confim1ation bias, the phenomenon had been observed anecdotally by writers, including the Greek
historian Thucydides (c. 460 BC - c. 395 BC), Italian poet Dante Alighieri (1265- 1321), English philosopher and scientist Francis
Bacon (1561 - 1626),[4 ?] and Russian author Leo Tolstoy (1828- 19 10). Thucydides, in the History of the Peloponnesian War wrote, "it
is a habit of mankind ... to use sovereign reason to thrust aside what they do not fancy"[ 48 l In the Divine Comedy, St. Thomas Aquinas
cautions Dante when they meet in Paradise, "opinion- hasty-often can incline to the wrong side, and then affection for one's own

Filc:Fmncis
Bacon.jpg
Francis Bacon

opinion binds, confines the mind."[49 l Bacon, in the Novum Organum , wrote,
The human understanding when it has once adopted an opinion ... draws all things else to support and agree with it. And though there be a greater
number and weight of instances to be found on the other side, yet these it either neglects or despises, or else by some distinction sets aside or
rejects[ .][SO]
Bacon said that biased assessment of evidence drove "all superstitions, whether in astrology, dreams, omens, divine judgments or the like"[ SO] In his essay
"What Is Art?", Tolstoy wrote ,
I know that most men- not only those considered clever, but even those who are very clever, and capable of understanding most difficult scientific,
mathematical, or philosophic problems- can very seldom discern even the simplest and most obvious truth if it be such as to oblige them to admit
the falsity of conclusions they have formed, perhaps with much difficulty--conclusions of which they are proud, which they have taught to others,
and on which they have built their lives[Sl]

Wason' s research on hypothesis-testing
The term "continuation bias" was coined by English psychologist Peter Wason[Sl] For an experinlent published in 1960, he challenged subjects to identify a
rule applying to triples of numbers. At the outset, they were told that (2,4,6) fits the rule . Subjects could generate their own triples and the experimenter told
them whether or not each triple confom1ed to the rule[ 53l[ 54 l
While the actual rule was simply "any ascending sequence", the subjects had a great deal of difticulty in arriving at it, often announcing rules that were far more
specific, such as "the middle number is the average of the first and last"[ 531 The subjects seemed to test only positive examples- triples that obeyed their
hypothesized rule . For example, if they thought the rule was, "Each number is two greater than its predecessor", they would offer a triple that fit this rule, such
as (II , 13 , 15) rather than a triple that violates it, such as (II ,12, l9)[SS]
Wason accepted falsificationism, according to which a scientific test of a hypothesis is a serious attempt to falsify it. He intetpreted his
results as showing a preference for confinuation over falsification, hence the tenu "confirmation bias". [Note 3l[ 56 l Wason also used
confirmation bias to explain the results of his selection task experiment[S?] In this task, subjects are given partial information about a set of
objects, and have to specify what further information they would need to tell whether or not a conditional rule ("If A, then B") applies . It has
been found repeatedly that people perform badly on various forms of this test, in most cases ignoring infonuation that could potentially
refute the rule[SS][S 9l

IDI

II

Klayman and Ha's critique
A 1987 paper by Joshua Klayman and Young-Won Ha argued that the Wason experiments had not actually demonstrated a bias towards confim1ation. Instead,
Klayman and Ha intetpreted the results in tenus of a tendency to make tests that are consistent with the working hypothesis[60] They called this the "positive
test strategy"[ 6l This strategy is an example of a heuristic: a reasoning shortcut that is imperfect but easy to compute_[!] Klayman and Ha used Bayesian
probability and infonuation theory as their standard of hypothesis-testing, rather than the falsificationism used by Wason. According to these ideas, each answer
to a question yields a different amount of infom1ation, which depends on the person's prior beliefs. Thus a scientific test of a hypothesis is one that is expected
to produce the most information. Since the information content depends on initial probabilities, a positive test can either be highly informative or uninformative.
Klayman and Ha argued that when people think about realistic problems, they are looking for a specific answer with a small initial probability. In this case,
positive tests are usually more informative than negative tests[ll] However, in Wason's rule discovery task the answer- three numbers in ascending order- is
very broad, so positive tests are unlikely to yield infom1ative answers. Klayman and Ha supported their analysis by citing an experiment that used the labels
"DAX" and "MED" in place of"fits the rule" and "doesn't fit the rule". This avoided implying that the aim was to find a low-probability rule. Subjects had much
more success with this version of the experiment[ 61 U62 l
File:Klayman Hal.svg
If the true rule (T)
encompasses the current

hypothesis (H), then positive
tests (examining an H to see if
it is T) will not show that the
hypothesis is false.

File:Klayman Ha2.svg
If the true rule (T) overlaps the
current hypothesis (II), then
either a negative test or a

positive test can potentially
falsify H.

File:Klayman ha3
annotations.svg
When the working hypothesis
(H) includes the true rule (T)
then positive tests are the only
way to falsify H.

In light of this and other critiques, the foc us of research moved away from confim1ation versus falsification to examine whether people test hypotheses in an
informative way, or an uninformative but positive way. The search for "true" confmnation bias led psychologists to look at a wider range of effects in how
people process information. [63 l

Explanations
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Confirmation bias is otien described as a result of automatic processing. Individuals do not use deceptive strategies to fake data, but forms of information
processing that take place more or less unintentionally.[I 2][ 64 l According to Robert Maccoun, most biased evidence processing occurs unintentionally through a
combination of both "hot" (i.e., motivated) and "cold" (i.e., cognitive) mechanisms.l65 l
Cognitive explanations for confirmation bias are based on limitations in people's ability to handle complex tasks, and the shortcuts, called "heuristics", that they
use.f 66 l For example, people may judge the reliability of evidence by using the availability heuristic, i.e. how readily a particular idea comes to mind[ 67l It is
also possible that people can only focus on one thought at a time, so find it difficult to test alternative hypotheses in parallel[ 68 l Another heuristic is the positive
test strategy identified by Klayman and Ha, in which people test a hypothesis by examining cases where they expect a property or event to occur. This heuristic
avoids the difficult or impossible task of working out how diagnostic each possible question will be. However, it is not universally reliable, so people can
overlook challenges to their existing beliefs.l 11 l[ 69 l
Motivational explanations involve an effect of desire on belief, sometimes called "wishful thinking". [70]( 7 ll It is known that people prefer pleasant thoughts over
unpleasant ones in a number of ways: this is called the "Pollyanna principle" .l72 l Applied to arguments or sources of evidence, this could explain why desired
conclusions are more likely to be believed true.[70] According to experiments that manipulate the desirability of the conclusion, people demand a high standard
of evidence for unpalatable ideas and a low standard for preferred ideas. In other words, they ask, "Can I believe this?" for some suggestions and, "Must I
believe tins?" for others.P 3H74 l Although consistency is a desirable feature of attitudes, an excessive drive for consistency is another potential source of bias
because it may prevent people from neutrally evaluating new, surprising information[ 70 l Social psychologist Ziva Kunda combines the cognitive and
motivational theories , arguing that motivation creates the bias, but cognitive factors determine the size of the effect[ 75 l
Explanations in tenns of cost-benefit analysis assume that people do not just test hypotheses in a disinterested way, but assess the costs of difterent errors. [7 6]
Using ideas from evolutionary psychology, James Friedrich suggests that people do not primarily aim at truth in testing hypotheses, but try to avoid the most
costly errors. For example, employers might ask one-sided questions in job interviews because they are focused on weeding out unsuitable candidates.P 7l
Yaacov Trope and Akiva Liberman's refinement of this theory assumes that people compare the two different kinds of error: accepting a false hypothesis or
rejecting a true hypothesis. For instance, someone who underestimates a friend's honesty might treat him or her suspiciously and so undermine the friendship.
Overestimating the friend's honesty may also be costly, but less so. In this case, it would be rational to seek, evaluate or remember evidence of their honesty in a
biased way[ 78 l When someone gives an initial impression of being introverted or extraverted, questions that match that impression come across as more
empathic.P9 l This suggests that when talking to someone who seems to be an introvert, it is a sign of better social skills to ask, "Do you feel awkward in social
situations?" rather than, "Do you like noisy parties?" The connection between confirmation bias and social skills was corroborated by a study of how college
students get to know other people. Highly self-monitoring students, who are more sensitive to their environment and to social norms, asked more matching
questions when interviewing a high-status staff member than when getting to know fellow students. 1791

Consequences
In finance
Confirmation bias can lead investors to be overconfident, ignoring evidence that their strategies will lose money.f4 J(SO]ln studies of political stock markets,
investors made more profit when they resisted bias. For example, participants who interpreted a candidate's debate perfonnance in a neutral rather than partisan
way were more likely to profit[St] To combat the effect of confirmation bias, investors can try to adopt a contraty viewpoint "for the sake ofargument"[ 82 l One
such technique involves imagining that their investments have collapsed and asking why this might happen[4 l

In physical and mental health
Raymond Nickerson, a psychologist, blames confirmation bias for the ineffective medical procedures that were used for centuries before the arrival of scientific
medicine[ 83 1 If a patient recovered, medical authorities counted the treatment as successful, rather than looking for alternative explanations such as that the
disease had run its natural course.183 1 Biased assimilation is a factor in the modern appeal of alternative medicine, whose proponents are swayed by positive
anecdotal evidence but treat scientific evidence hyper-critically[ 84l[ 85 l[ 86l
Cognitive therapy was developed by Aaron T. Beck in the early 1960s and has become a popular approach[ 87l According to Beck, biased information
processing is a factor in depression[SS] His approach teaches people to treat evidence impartially, rather than selectively reinforcing negative outlooks[ 47 l
Phobias and hypochondria have also been shown to involve confirmation bias for threatening information[ 89 l

In politics and law
Nickerson argues that reasoning in judicial and political contexts is sometimes subconsciously biased, favoring conclusions
that judges, juries or governments have already committed to[ 90l Since the evidence in a jury trial can be complex, and jurors
often reach decisions about the verdict early on, it is reasonable to expect an attitude polarization eftect. The prediction that
jurors will become more extreme in their views as they see more evidence has been borne out in experiments with mock trials .
(9 l](9Z]

Both inquisitorial and adversarial criminal justice systems are affected by confirmation bias[ 93 l

File:Witness
impeachment.jpg
Mock trials allow researchers
to examine confmnation

biases in a realistic setting.

Confirmation bias can be a factor in creating or extending conflicts, from emotionally charged debates to wars: by interpreting
the evidence in their favor, each opposing party can become overconfident that it is in the stronger position[ 94l On the other hand, confirmation bias can result
in people ignoring or misinterpreting the signs of an imminent or incipient conflict. For example, psychologists Stuart Sutherland and Thomas Kida have each
argued that US Admiral Husband E. Kimmel showed confirmation bias when playing down the first signs of the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. 1581[951
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A two-decade study of political pundits by Philip E. Tetlock found that, on the whole, their predictions were not much better than chance. Tetlock divided
experts into "foxes" who maintained multiple hypotheses, and "hedgehogs" who were more dogmatic. In general, the hedgehogs were much less accurate.
Tetlock blamed their failure on confirmation bias- specifically, their inability to make use of new information that contradicted their existing theories .1961

In the paranormal
One factor in the appeal of psychic "readings" is that listeners apply a confirmation bias which fits the psychic's statements to their own lives[97l By making a
large number of ambiguous statements in each sitting, the psychic gives the client more opportunities to find a match. This is one of the techniques of cold
reading, with which a psychic can deliver a subjectively impressive reading without any prior information about the client. 1971 Investigator James Randi
compared the transcript of a reading to the client's report of what the psychic had said, and found that the client showed a strong selective recall of the "hits"[ 98 l
As a "striking illustration" of confirmation bias in the real world, Nickerson mentions numerological pyramidology: the practice of finding meaning in the
proportions of the Egyptian pyramids[ 99l There are many different length measurements that can be made of, for example, the Great Pyramid of Giza and many
ways to combine or manipulate them. Hence it is almost inevitable that people who look at these numbers selectively will fmd superficially impressive
correspondences, for example with the dimensions of the Earth[ 99 l

In scientific procedure
A distinguishing feature of scientific thinking is the search for falsifYing as well as confirming evidence[ tOO] However, many times in the history of science,
scientists have resisted new discoveries by selectively interpreting or ignoring unfavorable data[ tOO] Previous research has shown that the assessment of the
quality of scientific studies seems to be particularly vulnerable to confirmation bias. It has been found several times that scientists rate studies that report
fmdings consistent with their prior beliefs more favorably than studies reporting findings inconsistent with their previous beliefs[ 101 l[l02l[ 103 l However,
assuming that the research question is relevant, the experimental design adequate and the data are clearly and comprehensively described, the found results
should be of importance to the scientific community and should not be viewed prejudicially-regardless of whether they conform to current theoretical
predictions[ 104l Conflffilation bias may thus be especially harmful to objective evaluations regarding nonconforming results, since biased individuals may
regard opposing evidence to be weak in principle and give little serious thought to revising their beliefs[ 105 l Scientific innovators often meet with resistance
from the scientific community, and research presenting controversial results frequently receives harsh peer review[ 1061Jn the context of scientific research ,
confmnation biases can sustain theories or research programs in the face of inadequate or even contradictory evidence;[SB][l0 7] the field of parapsychology has
been particularly affected[ 108l An experimenter's confirmation bias can potentially affect which data are reported . Data that conflict with the experimenter's
expectations may be more readily discarded as unreliable , producing the so-called file drawer effect. To combat this tendency, scientific training teaches ways to
avoid biasP 09l Experimental designs involving randomization and double blind trials, along with the social process of peer review, are thought to mitigate the
effect of individual scientists' biases,I109 U110l although it has been argued that such biases can play a role in the peer review process itself[ 1ll]

In self-image
Social psychologists have identified two tendencies in the way people seek or interpret information about themselves. Self verification is the drive to reinforce
the existing self-image and selfenhancement is the drive to seek positive feedback. Both are served by conflffilation biases. [ t 121 In experiments where people
are given feedback that conflicts with their self-image, they are less likely to attend to it or remember it than when given self-verifying feedback[ 1lJ][l 14l(ttS]
They reduce the impact of such information by interpreting it as unreliable.[! 1311 11611 1171 Similar experiments have found a preference for positive feedback, and
the people who give it, over negative feedback. 11121
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